REDEYE
THE LATEST THREAT
TO CHINA’S DIGITAL
ADVERTISING MARKET
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ADBUG
RECENTLY
UNCOVERED
CHINA’S LARGEST AD
FRAUD OPERATION TO DATE
ACCORDING TO OUR ESTIMATES
REDEYE IS DIVERTING

20 MILLION RMB
(Estimate USD$ 3 MILLIONS)

PER DAY AWAY FROM
BRAND NAME ADVERTISERS
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Ad fraud is becoming ever more complex and sophisticated. Cybercriminals are developing
more advanced techniques and infrastructure to fabricate inventory and reap high
financial rewards from digital advertising.
Starting from 2017 till now, after years of tracing and explorations, Adbug uncovered
‘RedEye’, China’s largest ad fraud operation to date. This report details the results
of our findings and outlines the steps that the industry needs to take to combat this
new threat.
The RedEye operation uses ‘traffic exchange platforms’, which generate huge amounts
of fake traffic for publishers. By connecting different platforms, the RedEye network
contains thousands of digital publishers (including some of China’s top digital media
platforms) and more than 300,000 URLs and apps, which are connected together in
complex networks of up to 99 different nodes. Visiting a node generates traffic (and
therefore ad impressions) for other nodes in the network. This gives members of the
RedEye network access to a huge pool of fake traffic and lucrative ad impressions.
RedEye is able to generate billions of fraudulent ad impressions per day from websites
and apps (including programmatic and direct buying), resulting in huge losses to
advertisers. Fake traffic also distorts a wide range of statistics and research, including
audience data, click-through-rates, data management platforms (DMP), customer
relationship management (CRM), audience insights and sales forecasts, which aggravates
the losses incurred by advertisers.
Martin Zhang, ADBUG CEO
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1) RedEye is costing brand advertisers

20-30 million RMB per day in counterfeit inventory.
●

The RedEye network contains over 300,000 URLs and 2000 domains, which are
connected in complex layers of up to 99 nodes.

●

The websites on the RedEye network receive an average of 3.5 to 5 billion ‘views’ per day.

●

Cost per mille ranges from 3.16 RMB to 48.32 RMB. The average is 6 RMB.

ESTIMATED LOSSES:
LOW

BEST ESTIMATE

HIGH

＃IMPRESSIONS/DAY
CPM
TOTAL
5

2) Over 100 brand advertisers have incurred losses from fraudulent ad impressions.
Ads displayed on unwanted websites can also damage the advertiser’s brand image.

RedEye – Examples of fraudulent
traffic and ad impressions
Ads that are embedded on a website and mobile app in the RedEye network may be
displayed on pornographic sites or websites with other inappropriate content. Many
&
Gamble brands (e.g. Olay, Safeguard，Whisper and Tide), luxury goods (e.g. Dior,
Chanel and Bvlgari ), food and beverage brands (e.g. Oreo, Master.Kong ), skincare
brands (e.g. L’Oréal group brands such as L'Oreal Paris，Maybelline), Infant formula
brands (e.g. Wyeth and Friso ), vehicle manufacturers (Ford Group brands such as
Lincoln), and even large tech companies such as Apple.
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Visit redeye.adbug.cn to find out whether your brand has been affected. The following
content is available for download at redeye.adbug.cn:

●

List of advertisers: Contains a list of advertisers who have been affected by RedEye.
The list is designed to encourage affected advertisers to be more vigilant and use
more advanced fraud detection methods to prevent financial losses.
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RedEye works by using iframes to embed ads into its network and generate fake
impressions. It also connects a number of traffic exchanges into a single network
to create a larger pool of users and generate exponential growth in fake traffic.
When a page in the RedEye network is loaded, the traffic is not necessarily generated by
a human user – it may also be non-human traffic generated by bots. Loading an iframe
in the RedEye network automatically loads all of the other layers and ads in the
network. Non-human traffic can be used to create botnets, which pose a huge
threat to advertisers.
Even when a publisher in the RedEye network is blacklisted by an advertiser and
the corresponding iframe is blocked, others nodes in the network are not affected.
The operators of the RedEye network can also easily recruit more nodes to
strengthen the network.
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Sample of RedEye code from example-zzou.net
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The RedEye code contains a number of traffic exchange platforms, such as TrafficG
and Hit4Hit. Integrating these platforms into a single network allows fraudsters to
exchange their website traffic with other websites in order to generate even larger
volumes of fake traffic. It also gives fraudsters access to more diverse traffic and
audiences.
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HOW REDEYE WORKS:
Example:
iframe-1 is embedded into page A and displayed on page B. Loading page B also loads
page A and the corresponding ad code, generating one ad impression.
iframe-2 is then embedded into page B and displayed on page C. Loading page C also
loads pages A and B, generating one ad impression for the ads on each page. Page A
is now connected to a network of two other pages.
iframe-3 is then embedded into page C and displayed on page D. Loading page D also
loads pages A, B, and C, generating one ad impression for the ads on each page. Page
A is now connected to a network of three other pages.
As the number of pages in the network increases, page A receives more and more
fake traffic. Even if no human users visit page A, advertisers can still be billed for a
huge number of ad impressions.
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*Note: The RedEye fraud applies to both PC and mobile networks
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Traffic exchanges –
the key to RedEye’s success
In theory, teaming up with other publishers and embedding each other’s content is the
easiest way to increase traffic. However, this requires a meeting of minds between
each publisher, and there is no guarantee that traffic volumes will reach the publisher’s
target. Moreover, this tactic is easily detected by anti-fraud mechanisms.
Traffic exchanges are designed to overcome this challenge by acting as a ‘bridge’
between users. Members embed a code on their website in order to exchange traffic – this
avoids the need for direct links between sites, reducing the risk of detection. When a
publisher joins a traffic exchange, their content will be embedded on other publishers’
websites. In return, the publisher receives one ‘visit’ for every visit that the publisher
makes to another member’s website.
Publishers can join numerous traffic exchanges to further increase their traffic. As
shown below, by joining four different traffic exchanges, publisher X is able to quadruple
their traffic. Based on the publisher’s target audience, traffic exchanges can categorize
traffic by location and interest to make traffic look genuine.

Media A

Media B

Media C

Media D

Media X

Media X

Media A

Media B

Media C

Media D
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Advantages of traffic exchanges
1) Enables publishers to double traffic at no extra cost.
2) Gives publishers access to a diverse pool of traffic, including fake traffic generated
by bots and real users.
3) Easy to evade detection – all traffic is automatically assigned by a system to avoid
the need for direct links between members.
Traffic exchanges have become an indispensable tool for generating fake traffic. By
joining several traffic exchanges, publishers are able to gain access to even more
sources of fake traffic.

How RedEye evades detection
1) RedEye uses traffic exchanges, which generate a large amount of fake traffic from
bots and human users. The diverse range of users makes it difficult to detect fake
traffic.
2) All traffic requests and statistics are system-generated. This makes the network
more secure, as no direct contact is required between fraudsters.
3) If a publisher is blacklisted and the corresponding iframe is blocked, the operators
of the RedEye network can respond quickly and ensure that the fraud operation
continues unabated.
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DISCOVERY AND
HISTORY

Adbug first discovered the RedEye network in 2017 when conducting an ad fraud
detection project for an advertising client.
The intermediate layer of each embedded node contains the sentence “Life is very
difficult, afraid to be afraid of red eyes”. We therefore decided to name the code
‘RedEye’.
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Adbug also came across the RedEye code in 2018 during a large anti-fraud project.
According to our findings, the code has been used to create huge networks of
publishers, each of which consists of 10 to 99 layers. Based on our estimates, RedEye
generates up to 5 billion fake ad impressions each day. Networks of this size are
extremely difficult to contain.
Our knowledge of RedEye is still very limited. The true scale of the network and the
threat that it poses may be greater than our current findings suggest.

（PS：the data below is based on average 5 billion impressions per day)

Media impressions generated by Redeye fraud network

Source: ADBUG

IMPRESSIONS (BILLIONS)
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According to statistics from the market research company eMarketing, programmatic
ad spending in China is forecast to exceed 30 billion dollars in 2019.
The digital ad market is becoming increasingly reliant on software – technology
platforms that facilitate transactions between advertisers (demand side) and publishers (supply side) are now a crucial part of the ad ecosystem. Unfortunately, programmatic advertising has also attracted the attention of fraudsters, who use these platforms to profit from fake traffic.

PROGRAMMATIC DIGITAL DISPLAY AD SPENDING IN CHINA
PROGRAMMATIC DIGITAL DISPLAY AD SPENDING (US$; BILLIONS)
GROWTH RATE (%)
% OF DIGITAL DISPLAY AD SPENDING

65.7%

60%

71%

38.44 74.7%

30.86
16.52

2017

49.6%

23.18
40.3%

2018

33.1%

2019

Source: eMarketer, Jan 2019

24.6%

2020
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The Advertisers
Advertisers purchase digital ad space in order to reach their target audience. In
order to maximize their chances of reaching their target audience, advertisers
usually enlist the support of media agencies, who help to design and execute a
media plan.

The Publishers
Publishers sell ad space to help advertisers reach their target audience. In order to
monetize content, publishers often use supply-side platforms (SSPs), which gather
inventory from publishers and ad networks and provide a diverse range of audiences
to advertisers via demand-side platforms (DSPs) and ad exchanges. When an auction
is completed, the highest bid is accepted and the ad is loaded and sent to the consumer
on the digital media that they are consuming.
In order to meet the demands of advertisers, many publishers attempt to generate fake
traffic. This demand for fake traffic is fueling the development of ad fraud operations
such as RedEye.
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How did RedEye enter the
ad ecosystem?

REDEYE FRAUD NETWORK

ADVERTISER

AGENCY

DSP

DATA

EXCHANGE

SSP/NETWORK

PUBLISHER

USER

DATA

RedEye provides a convenient way for publishers to increase their traffic. By generating
fake traffic, publishers can charge advertisers more for their ad space. In addition,
RedEye also offers a low-cost solution that cannot be easily detected by fraud detection
firms and anti-fraud mechanisms.
Due to limitations in current technology, fake traffic generated by RedEye is able to
evade detection by media agencies, ad networks, SSPs, ad exchanges and DSPs.
Meanwhile, competing interests mean that there are no incentives to investigate the
source of unusual traffic. As a result, anti-fraud measures often exist in name only. This
has enabled RedEye to exploit the weaknesses in the ad ecosystem.
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RedEye’s success can partly be attributed to loopholes in the technology used by
Chinese fraud detection firms, which primarily use pixel tracking to detect artificial ad
impressions and clicks.
As the following diagram shows, RedEye is able to evade conventional detection
methods that use pixel tracking. In this example, page A is embedded in an iframe,
which is displayed on page B. A tracking pixel is inserted next to the ad space on page
A to track viewability. Loading page B also loads page A, the ad space on page A and
the tracking pixel.
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Due to the built-in security features in most browsers and apps, the loading of pages A
and B are rec-orded as two separate events – even if the pages are loaded simultaneously.
In this example, the data from the tracking pixel will be recorded as normal – i.e. the
same result is generated when page A is loaded independently. Pixel tracking is
therefore unable to detect embedded ads.

During our investigation, we noticed that many of the ads in the RedEye network were
accompanied by a fraud detection code from leading fraud detection firms. However,
these codes usually failed to detect any unusual activity or traffic.
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Identifying fake traffic and creating a more transparent ad verification process
The growth of RedEye has been fueled by a number of factors, including a growing
demand for fake traffic, the increasingly complex nature of the ad ecosystem, and a
lack of technological advances to detect fraud.
The pixel tracking technology used by most Chinese measurement firms is unable
to detect whether an ad is embedded in RedEye’s code. Meanwhile, the Chinese
ad industry is often guilty of negligence – agencies, DSPs, SSPs and ad exchanges
tend to turn a blind eye to fraudulent practices, as there are no incentives to monitor
traffic.
In addition, financial rebate partnerships between publishers and agencies create a
lack of transparency, which is exacerbated by a general reluctance to involve fraud
detection firms. There have even been instances of media agencies colluding with
measurement firms and fabricating data in order to solicit new business. This has
had a detrimental impact on reputable fraud detection firms that strive to uncover
fraudulent practices.
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The principle that ‘bad money drives out good’ seems to apply here – with such large
volumes of fake traffic, advertisers are left with little choice.
There are a number of measures that advertisers can use to reduce the risk of fraud.
Firstly, ad verification tags should be used throughout the placement process. This
includes landing pages, official websites and publishers. Secondly, advertisers should
optimize their budget to reduce unnecessary spending. Finally, in order to identify the
most valuable publishers, advertisers need to enlist the support of transparent and
impartial fraud detection firms that use the latest technology.
By publishing this report, Adbug hopes to bring an end to the RedEye operation and
its fraudulent practices. We will continue to monitor the latest threats to the digital ad
industry and work with advertisers to create a transparent fraud detection mechanism
designed to minimize wasted expenditure.
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